Given a graph G and a demand function p
Introduction
A fundamental problem concerning cellular networks is to assign sets of frequencies (colors) to transmitters (vertices) in order to avoid unacceptable interferences [4] . The number of frequencies demanded at a transmitter may vary between transmitters. In a usual cellular model, transmitters are centers of hexagonal cells and the corresponding adjacency graph is a subgraph of the infinite triangular lattice. An integer p(v) is assigned to each vertex of the triangular lattice and will be called the demand of the vertex v. The vertex-weighted graph induced on the subset of the triangular lattice of vertices of positive demand is called a hexagonal graph, and is denoted G = (V, E, p). Hexagonal graphs arise naturally in studies of cellular networks. A proper multicoloring of G is a mapping f from V (G) to subsets of integers such that |f (v)| ≥ p(v) for any vertex v ∈ V (G) and f (v) ∩ f (u) = ∅ for any two adjacent vertices u and v in the graph G. The minimal cardinality of a proper multicoloring of G, χ p (G), is called the multichromatic number. Another invariant of interest in this context is the (weighted) clique number, ω p (G), defined as follows: The weight of a clique of G is the sum of demands on its vertices and ω p (G) is the maximal clique weight on G. Clearly, χ p (G) ≥ ω p (G). The bound χ p (G) ≤ (4/3)ω p (G) + O(1) [8] [9] [10] 14] is still the best known for both distributed and not distributed model of computation. In [7] a 3/2-competitive 1-local, 17/12-competitive 2-local and 4/3-competitive 4-local algorithms are outlined. Later, a 4/3-competitive 2-local algorithm was developed [14] . The best ratio for 1-local case was first improved to 13/9 [2] , later to 17/12 [17] , and finally to 7/5 [19] .
Better bounds can be obtained for triangle-free hexagonal graphs. The conjecture due to McDiarmid and Reed [8] is that χ p (G) ≤ (9/8)ω p (G) + O(1) holds for trianglefree hexagonal graphs. In [6] a distributed algorithm for triangle free-hexagonal graphs with competitive ratio 5/4 is given. In [15] the authors report the existence of a 2-local distributed algorithm with competitive ratio 5/4, while an inductive proof for ratio 7/6 is reported in [5] . A 2-local 7/6-competitive algorithm for a sub-class of triangle-free hexagonal graphs is given in [16] .
A special case of a proper multicoloring is when p is a constant function. For example, a 7- [3] coloring is an assignment of three colors between 1 and 7 to each vertex. An elegant idea that implies the existence of a 14- [6] coloring is presented in [12] .
In this paper we give an algorithm for 7- [3] coloring an arbitrary triangle-free hexagonal graph G (note that in this case ω p (G) = 6). This provides a shorter alternative proof to the inductive proof of Havet [5] and improves the short proof of [12] that implied the existence of a 14- [6] coloring.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formally define some basic terminology. In Section 3 we present an algorithm for 7- [3] coloring an arbitrary triangle-free hexagonal graph G. The correctness of the algorithm is proved in Section 4.1 and its running time is discussed in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article.
Preliminaries
The vertices of the triangular lattice can be represented as integer linear combinations x p + y q of the two vectors p = (1, 0) and q = ( 2 ) of R 2 . Thus, we may identify vertices of triangular grid with pairs (x, y) of integers. Two vertices are adjacent when the Euclidean distance between them is one. Therefore each vertex (x, y) has six neighbors (x ± 1, y), (x, y ± 1), (x + 1, y − 1), and (x − 1, y + 1). For simplicity, we will refer to the neighbors as R (right), L (left), UR (up-right), DL (down-left), DR (down-right), and UL (up-left), respectively, see Figure 1 (a).
There is a natural 3-coloring of the vertices of the infinite triangular lattice, which gives rise to the partition of the vertex set of any hexagonal graph into three independent sets Red, Blue, and Green. According to this partition, each vertex v ∈ V (G) has its base color , namely red (r), blue (b), or green (g), which is denoted by c(v). Formally, we define c(v) = (x + 2y) mod 3 + 1.
To avoid confusion, we define the constants r =−2, b=−1, g=0, and will use r, b, g when referring to the colors of the 7-coloring (with slight abuse of notation, our seven colors will range from −2 to 4), see Figure 1 (b). We denote this 3-coloring by rbg-coloring. 
Coordinates and base colors.
Note that in a triangle-free hexagonal graph, two centers of the same type (left or right) cannot be adjacent. Note also that each cycle contains centers of both types.
We need to introduce the following definitions.
Definition 2 A vertex v ∈ V (G) is suitable if it has neither L, UR, nor DR neighbor.
Note that a suitable vertex is either a right center, has two opposite neighbors, has just one (UR, R, or DR) neighbor, or is an isolated vertex.
Definition 3 Let c stand for red, blue, or green. A vertex v is c-free if its base color and the base colors of its neighbors are all different from c.
By the above definitions and because we assume there are no triangles, a center of a triangle-free graph is a c-free vertex. For example, a red right center and a blue left center are both green-free. Note that all neighbors of a center have the same base color. 
The algorithm
We describe in this section an algorithm which 7-[3]colors a triangle-free hexagonal graph G. The algorithm uses seven colors, more precisely, the three base colors r, b, and g and four additional colors 1, 2, 3, and 4. Recall that c(v) denotes the base color of vertex v ∈ V (G). Loosely speaking, the algorithm is composed of the following four steps:
• assignment of the base rbg-coloring to the whole graph G;
• partial coloring of suitable vertices (see Definition 2);
• creation of an auxiliary graph, which is planar and thus 4-colorable;
• extension of the obtained auxiliary graph coloring to the vertices with higher demand in such a way that the final 7- [3] coloring is proper.
We are now ready to give a precise description of the algorithm.
Input: a triangle-free hexagonal graph G = (V, E, p), with constant demands p(v) = 3 and given coordinates of vertices. Output: a proper 7- [3] coloring of G.
Step 1: (rbg-coloring):
Assign the base rbg-coloring to the graph G. This reduces the demand p(v) by one for every vertex v ∈ V (G). Therefore, the new demand is equal to
Step 2: (Suitable vertices): All suitable vertices are assigned the free color, i.e., a c-free suitable vertex is assigned color c. Hence the new demands are p 2 (v) = 1 for suitable vertices and p 2 (v) = 2 for all other vertices. The obtained graph is denoted by G 2 = (V, E, p 2 ).
Step 3 Color vertices of G with 4 colors {1, 2, 3, 4}. Here we use the fact that G is a planar graph without self-loops (see Lemma 6) , hence it is 4-colorable [1, 11] .
The color assigned to vertex v ∈ V ( G) is denoted by N (v). Note that this is at the same time a partial assignment to vertices of G 2 . Hence the new demand is equal to p
Use the 4-coloring of G to assign one color from the set {1, 2, 3, 4} to the vertices of G 3 in a natural way (i.e., identified vertices receive the same color).
Step 4: (Extension of the obtained coloring):
Extend the assigned coloring (of Steps 1 up to 3) to the vertices of graph G, that are not completely multicolored (p 3 (v) = 2), in the following way. The only uncolored connected subgraphs induced on vertices of demand p 3 (v) = 2 are tristars (see Lemma 5) . Using the proof of Lemma 7, extend the partial coloring of G 3 to multicolor uncolored tristars, using colors {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Correctness and running time
We prove the correctness of the algorithm in Section 4.1 and we analyze its running time in Section 4.2.
Correctness proof
We show in this section that the algorithm of Section 3 gives a proper 7- [3] coloring of an arbitrary triangle-free hexagonal graph G. After proving some useful facts, we continue with an outline of the proof following the structure of the algorithm. Proof. Since every right center was assigned two colors in Steps 1 and 2, there is no right center in G 4 . Therefore, the only connected components of the graph G 4 are tristars.
Recall that paths and isolated vertices are special cases of tristars.
Lemma 6 Graph G obtained in Step 3 of the algorithm is a planar graph without selfloops.
Proof. The original graph G is an induced subgraph of a triangular lattice and thus planar. The identifications of vertices and the addition of new edges described in Step 3 cannot ruin the planarity of G. Indeed, each of the new edges can be drawn following some induced paths without crossing existing edges (see upper part of Figure 3) , and no other edge is added following the same paths. On the other hand, each pair of identified vertices is linked by an induced path (see lower part of Figure 3) , so identifying the end-vertices of such a path does not create an edge crossing.
We shall now see that there are no self-loops in G. A self-loop would appear if there is a pair of adjacent vertices in a set of vertices which have to be identified. But this is not possible because all identifications involve the end-vertex of the left ray and the end-vertex of the down-right ray of a tristar. Note that when end-vertices of a tristar are identified, they are never connected with edges in G 3 . Proof. We will use the fact that a tristar is bipartite. Let V 1 and V 2 be sets of the bipartition. We distinguish two cases.
Lemma 7 Let S be a tristar in G 2 composed of three paths: left path
(x, u 1 , ..., u k , u), up-right path (x, v 1 , v 2 , ..
., v , v), and down-right path
(1) First, if all three rays have lengths of the same parity, then all end-vertices are in the same set of the bipartition of the tristar, let w.l.o.g. u, v, z ∈ V 1 . As L and DR endvertices were identified, the 4-coloring of Step 3 used at most 2 colors for the end-vertices. Hence the vertices of S that are in the set V 1 receive the set S of two colors, such that N (u), N (v) ∈ S, and the vertices of the set V 2 are assigned the remaining two colors.
(2) In the second case, one or two rays are of even length, and the other lengths are odd. One of the end-vertices, which is at odd distance to the other two (w.l.o.g., say u), was connected to the other two end-vertices in Step 3. Hence, v and z are in one set (w.l.o.g., say V 1 ), and u is in the other set (V 2 ) of the bipartition of the tristar. Thus, vertices that are in the set V 1 receive the set S of two colors, such that N (u), N (v) ∈ S, and the vertices in the set V 2 are assigned the remaining two colors.
Step 1: rbg -coloring gives a proper 1-coloring of the graph G and reduces demands of all vertices by 1, so there is nothing to prove.
Step 2: Assigning color c to a suitable c-free vertex is not in conflict with the previously assigned colors, since suitable vertices have no neighbors with base color c and two suitable vertices cannot be adjacent in the graph G.
Step 3: By Lemma 6, graph G is a planar graph without self-loops, and therefore it is properly 4-[1]colorable with 4 colors {1, 2, 3, 4}. Since only base colors {r, b, g} were used in previous steps, no conflicts can occur.
Step 4: By Lemma 5, the only connected components that are not completely colored are tristars. Let S be a tristar in G 4 and let V 1 and V 2 be the sets of the bipartition of S. We have three different possibilities: (a) S has three neighbors u, v, z in G 2 , such that p 2 (u) = p 2 (v) = p 2 (z) = 1. By Lemma 7, the partial coloring of u, v, and z can be properly extended to S. 
Running time
Concerning the running time, one can check that all steps of our algorithm run in time linear on |V (G)|, except for the 4-coloring of the planar graph G, which takes a priori quadratic time [11] . It has been recently proved [3] that triangle-free planar graphs can be 3-colored in linear time. Thus, if one could prove that G is triangle-free (or modify the construction in such a way that the constructed graph is triangle-free), the overall running time of the algorithm would be linear. According to Rafal Witkowski [18] , it may also be possible to color our graph in linear time by a specifically designed algorithm.
Concluding remarks
In this article we provided an algorithm for 7- [3] coloring triangle-free hexagonal graphs. The described 7- [3] coloring can be extended to a proper [p]coloring with at most (7/6)ω p (G) + O(1) colors of any weighted triangle-free hexagonal graph. The main idea (used in for example in [6, 7, 9, 15] ) is to divide the set of colors into 7 palettes and to use the algorithm for 7- [3] coloring to define the order of color palettes from which vertices will take colors from. We omit the details. The odd girth og(G) of a graph G is the length of a shortest cycle of odd length. It is easy to see that for a triangle-free hexagonal graph G, og(G) ≥ 9, [8] . The approximation ratio of our algorithm can be expressed more precisely with respect to og(G) for some values of p. Indeed, by assigning demand , which improves over 7/6. It is worth mentioning that both the 5-[2]coloring of triangle-free hexagonal graphs [15] and the 4/3-competitive algorithm for multicoloring hexagonal graphs [14] are fully distributed. The 7- [3] coloring algorithm presented in Section 3 is not distributed, since it uses a 4-coloring of a planar graph. Nevertheless, most steps of the algorithm can be easily performed locally. Therefore, it is an interesting question whether one can find a coloring of our auxiliary graph G in a distributed way, using its structural properties.
Finally, it is a natural question to ask whether there exists an algorithm (distributed or not) for multicoloring an arbitrary hexagonal graph with approximation ratio 7/6.
